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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
[ Prev INext]

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Uniti
On October 6, 1999, with the unit in a refueling outage, during a routine lift of a reactor coolant
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pump motor, a rigging failure resulted in the load dropping approximately 10 feet. No equipment
damage occurred; one minor personnel injury occurred during the subsequent evacuation of
the containment. The motor was left suspended while the licensee considered remedial action.
Following a rigging change, the motor was safely landed. The licensee determined that the
incident was not Reportable but may make a voluntary report. Region IVhas determined that a
Preliminary Notification is not needed.
Diablo Canyon 2 - Subject: Baffle Jetting
Diablo Canyon Unit-2, while defueling for outage, 2R9 discovered three fuel assemb s with
damaged fuel rods. Three rods in a comer fuel assembly and two rods in a diame Fly
opposite assembly showed damage due to baffle jetting. A third interior assemb howed fuel
growth which broke the welded rod cap. On the first assembly, two rods had a rtion of the
d assembly, the
upper part fallen off, and the third rod had the upper portion bent. On the se
p
were missing.
the
grid
upper portion had also fallen off. On both assemblies, portions of
uel
pellets
fell out of
straps.
of
the
grid
The licensee recovered all of the rod parts and most
the
baffle
and a
u
gainst
of
rubbing
also
had
indications
of
the
rods
rods.
One
their respective
portion of the cladding was worn away.
The licensee and their consultants concluded that the fuel dama was caused by the rod
induced vibration due to jetting which did not directly impact th ods. The licensee is planning
to insert fuel clips on the fuel assemblies in the eight corners at are similar to the two comers
-height between the flow grids,
where the baffle jetting occurred. The clips will connect, at
four assemblies in both sides of the corner. This they beli e will dampen the amplitude of the
induced oscillation, thus, preventing further fuel damag uring the next cycle. The licensee
has not and is not planning a ultrasound inspection of e baffle to former bolts to assure that
iablo Canyon has a counter flow pattern
they have not been damaged. It should be notea th
in the bypass, thus, is Subject to large pressure di entials along the baffle plates. They are
still evaluating the long term corrective action su as conversion to a co-current bypass flow.
Reactor Oversight Process Improvemen
ucting a dry-run for the Revised Reactor Oversight
The Technical Training Center (TTC) is
Process Training Program (G-200) from ctober 12 through 15, 1999. The purpose for the
dry-run is to allow the TTC instructors ho will be teaching this course beginning in
mid-November, to refine their prese ton and to verify the accuracy of material. Both regional
and headquarters staffs are suppo g the TTC in this endeavor.
OMB approved NRC's request r a new information collection titled "Voluntary Reporting of
Performance Indicators." Th pproval was dated October 6, 1999, and expires October 31,
to begin collecting performance indicator information from all
2002. This will allow the N
nuclear plants beginning" January 2000.
Pedersen of the Emergency Preparedness and Health Physics
Messrs. C. Hinson an
Section, IOLB/NRR sited reactor sites the week of October 4-8, 1999, in an assessment role
for the new React Oversight Program. Mr. Hinson accompanied a Region il inspector to the
Sequoyah plant observe the inspection conducted under the ALARA Planning and Controls
section of the
upational Radiation Safety procedure (IP 71121). Mr. Hinson also used this
visit to test tleffectiveness of the ALARA SDP flowchart. Mr. Pedersen accompanied
Regionn i pectors to the Quad Cities plant to observe the inspection conducted under the
trol to Radiologically Significant Areas and the Radiation Monitoring
Access
Instrum tation sections of the Occupational Radiation Safety procedure (IP 71121).
Willi
Dean and Michael Johnson, of the Inspection Program Branch, participated in the
N ear Energy Agency's 1 8 th Working Group on Inspection Practices held last week in Lyon,
France. During this Meeting, they presented information on the NRC's revised reactor oversight
process and shared insights and information on a variety of inspection related issues.
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